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and his neighbors would not be laughing formance. They helped Mrs. Grant rescue was trying to get back with its mate.
at him to-day.
the cow, and then told the story in the She let the pig in, put up the fence, and
It is a custom among dowm-east farm post office. Yielding to the Aveight of went back to bed.
Tales of Maine Life Which are ers to bring their potatoes out of the cel
evidence, Grant has abandoned the comet
For tAvo days Mrs. Houston was so
lar and put them in barrels near the house hypothesis, and is yielding to the local crusty that nobody dared to speak to her.
Ground Out In New York.
as soon as they begin to sprout. In ac demand for cigars and other things at his The third morning a neighbor came up
cordance with this practice, Grant carried expense.
from the Avoods and told her he had just
[New York Sun].
out six bushels on last Monday afternoon,
found a dead bear down by the back
T h e Widow, t h e P ig, a n d t h e B ear.
S tockton , Me., April 24.— Cy. Part filling two barrels to the chimes and hav
G reenfield , Me., April 23.— After the pasture bars. After the skin Avas taken
ridge, who lives over at the head of Sears’ ing nearly a bushel left over, which he
Island, makes boats for a living and goes put in a third barrel. After this he w'ent assessors came around in-April, Mrs. Nan off the carcass Avas found to be filled Avith
gunning for fun, and between the two he to di'ive up the cows, passing nearly an Houston, a widow of this place, AA'ent to holes made by some long, sharp instru
thinks he gets all the sport that a poor hour in hunting for one, which he failed to Old Town and purchased tAvo shoats. A ment. When Mrs. Houston saAv the
man can afford to enjoy. An open winter find. Then he milked, ate his supper, and, down east shoat is a pig that is six wounds she kneAv they had been made
and an uncommon lot of noisy gunners shouldering his dip net, went down to the months old, but has failed to grow for the Avith her pitchfork, and was happy. That
down south drove the wild geese north a banks of the Penobscot to catch smelts. last five months, so that it does not differ afternoon she gave both pigs another
month earlier than usual this year, and as He was gone more than an hour, and in any from a sucking pig, except that it is buttermilk bath, and went about the
soon as Cy heard them honking among that time secured about a half bushel of older and has more experience. She house, singing Gospel hymns until bed
time.
the eel grass he took his gunnning float fish, all of which were found the next day started out to get one shoat, intending to
pay about $6 for it, but when she found
and 8-bore gun and went after them.
scattered through the bushes.
she could buy two for only $5, a trade
S A W A BIG M O O S E .
A t the end of two weeks he had secured
Soon after Grant went fishing, -the high
two lean geese and caught a cold that way surveyor came along, and found the was made at once, and the extra dollar
would last until June. Two gunners came road so bad that he felt compelled to was expended on boards for a pig-jmrd Sunday’s Shower Brought One Out into
Civilization at Coplin.
down from Bucksport one day when he hang up a light near the slough holes to fence. The shoats AA'ere brought home
was out in his white float among the white warn travelers of danger. He borrowed and put out in the neAv yard a Aveek ago,
[S p ecial to R an geley L akes ].
ice cakes, and, wishing to get some kind a lantern from Mrs. Grant, and, taking and two days later Mrs. Houston had
G r e e n e ’ s H o t e l C o p l i n , May 11, ’96.—
of game, they shot Cy, filling his back the barrel that was partly filled with po given them a buttermilk bath and trim
The heaviest shower ever known in this
with double B shot. While they were tatoes, to hold it above the mud, stuck up med up their hoofs so they looked three
section occurred Sunday afternoon. The
helping him home they explained that they his beacon and went home. He had months younger.
T h e Bright a fte r M rs. H o u s to n h a d wind blew a gale, many trees being blown
had mistaken him for a goose, an explana hardly finished the job when Grant’s
doAvn and fences laid flat. As soon as the
tion which he was forced to accept, missing cow came up from the pasture. Avashed h er p ig s in b u tterm ilk she w en t
rain ceased, Mr. F. E. Lambert, Superin
t
o
bed
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r
ly
.
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though he hopes to find them in similar Seeing a light in the middle of the road
tendent of the mills at Redington. who
environment next year, just to see how she went to investigate it, and soon had stu d y in g o u t ho\Ar she c o u ld d o a Avashing,
m ake s o a p a n d clea n h ou se a t the sam e Avas spending Sunday at Mr. Greene’s,,
they will relish the goose story.
her head far down in the barrel reaching
Cy hung around the house and had no for potatoes. It was well with the cow tim e, Avhen a sh a rp sq u ea l cam e up a c r o s s went out to see what damage had been
violent desire to go after geese for three until she finished the potatoes andy at the g o o s e b e r r y bu shes fro m the d ire c tio n done. He had not gone far when he saw
weeks. By this time the flocks had gone tempted to remove her head from the o f th e p ig -y a r d , an d w a s Avafted in a t her a large moose not 25 rods from him. Hefar north, so he hung up his gun until next barrel. Then her horns brought up against AvindoAv. A p ig Avas sq u ea lin g , m o re in watched him a few moments and then*
fall. One day this week when the frost the staves, and the barrel, with lantern a n g er th an in p ain , an d in a m o n g the went Avithin 15 rods before the moose,
was coming out of the ground he went attached, was lifted from the mud. When sAvinish c o m p la in ts Avas a g r u n tin g groAvl, ran. The falling trees had evidently
into his back meadow to fix up a small the dazed animal had made a few dozen w h ich h er tra in e d e a r a t o n ce reco g n ize d frightened him into the open field.
hay barn, which he had lately cleaned out. turns in the road, dashed into a barbed as th e u tte ra n c e o f a v ex ed bea r.
Creeping out by Avay of the barn, where
The day was foggy. He was inside brac wire fence, and broken down two small
WELD’S BIG RECORD,
ing up girders and making a new floor of shade trees, she started off toward the she secured a three-tined pitchfork, she
slabs, when he heard the wild geese calling river at a brisk run, swinging her tail reached the hog yard in time to see a More Trout and Salmon Taken Friday
than Ever Before in One Day.
outside. Taking up a stout stake, he went above her back, and making the lantern bear dash across the enclosure, carrying
one of her shoats in it mouth and closely
to the side of the barn and listened. The wobble like a dissolute will-o’-the-wisp.
[S pecial to R an g e le y L a k e s J.
pursued by the other pig.
The bear
geese were flying low and coming his way.
The cow was making about 20 miles an
W e l d , Me., May 11, 1896.— Friday, the
On they came in a double harrow, yelling hour and throwing mud like a yellow dog reached the fence, sat up to climb over it,
and pounding air as if in a hurry to keep after woodchucks, when she reached the and Avas poising for a leap when the free 8th, furnished the best day’s sport in the
an appointment. When the leader was steep part of the hill and met Grant, who pig grabbed it behind and held on. TAvice history of Weld pond. More fish were
the bear tried to jump the fence, and twice taken than ever in a single day’s fishing.
over the barn and some 200 feet in the air,
was feeling his way home with the smelts.
Landlord Chase is now running his new
the pig held it back. Then, turning upon
Cy raised the stake and struck a long
Over went Grant into a pool, and over
its assailant, the bear dropped the pig steamer and his house is well patronized
swinging blow across the boards. Before
him the frantic cow. Grant picked him
the echoes started to return the leader and self up, looked at the receding cow, yelled from its mouth and ran about the yard, — 35 at dinner Sunday— and the woods
about the house filled with horses belong
snapping and striking at the other pig.
a dozen near him turned back, and'were
tAvice, and made for home, leaping all
It was now time for Mrs. Houston to ing to nearby sportsmen.
met by the oncoming flock. For half a
the way and spilling smelts at every
move up her forces. A t a point when it
minute the air was full of flapping wings bound.
Dummer is having lots of company.
was doubtful whether the pigs would be One party fished a part of Sunday fore
and discordant squawks, and then, re
When he had locked and barred the door
killed by the bear or the bear would drop noon, got all they Avanted, a beautiful
forming as a single harrow', the flock hur
and wiped off a little mud from his cloth
dead from anger and vexation. Mrs. Hous string.
ried away to the east, leaving three geese
ing, Grant told his wife about the mishap
ton and her pitchfork appeared and
behind with broken wings.
Dr. Ben Swasey, of Rumford Falls is
and asked her if she had seen a comet go turned the tide of battle in favor of the
Cy says he struck in fun, and had no
here.
by during his absence. He felt sure it was
pigs.
The
yard
was
bounded
on
three
idea of doing anything beyond scaring the
a comet that had hit him, because the
Prof. Bullard, of the Boston Conserva
sides by the barn and out buildings, leaArgeese. When they heard the din, however,
neAvspapers said that comets travelled
ing but one side where the bear could tory of Music, is at Phinney’s, as is also
and saw' Cy standing so near them, the
Are ry fast and Avere always well lighted,
B. E.
climb over. Stationing herself on this Hon. H. O. Stanley.
whole flock took fright and shut up in a
and those tAvo conditions agreed with the
side, Mrs. Houston jabbed her pitchfork
bunch like an accordion. Then the geese
Some New Rip Van Winkles.
manifestations he had observed,
into the bear every time it went by chas
with strong wings won, and those that
Th irty years ago a lad named Edwards
His wife then related what the surveyor ing the pigs.
could not stand hard knocks fell to the
started out from his home in Winchester,
had done, and intimated that it might
meadow, w'here Cy gathered them in.
By the time she had deliArered five or six Ky., to go fishing. The other week he
have been the potato barrel and lantern thrusts, the bear concluded it did not care came back, with the same fishpole over
Teddy Grant’s Comet.
combination instead of a comet, and as for pigs very much, and sat down. Then his shoulder that he'started out with, but
Prospect F erry , Me., April 23.— If it they AA'ere both gone she suggested that he the pigs developed an appetite for bear on without any fish. He had never been seen
by his friends during the interval.— A t l a n t a
had been closetime for netting smelts; had better investigate some things before the hoof, and began to chase their visitor C o n s t i t u t i o n .
if the cows had not run away to the back announcing his discovery. Advice of any about the yard, giving Mrs. Houston an
Huh! Tell a good one Avhile youre about
pasture; if it had been a cold spring, so kind was wasted on Grant, who insisted excellent chance to use her pitchfork. She
it. Forty years ago a Rangeley lad
the potatoes would not have sprouted in on taking something hot to bed with him, had pitchforked the bear three times in the
started away with an alder pole over his
the cellar; if the road between his house where he stayed until his wife found the second innings, and had the weapon up
shoulder. Last Aveek he came back. The
and the river had been in good state of cow caught in a clump of bushes on the for another thrust, when the animal
boy hadn’t grown a particle but the fish
shore
and
brought
her
home.
repair, and if all of these positive and
leaped the fence in front of her, and strik pole had changed into a split bamboo rod
negative conditions had not come together
The story would have been kept as a ing her on the shoulder, threw her to the and the youngster had 15 trout weighing
on last Monday afternoon, Teddy Grant, family secret if Grant had been the only ground. There she lay in the mud while
as follows: 12, 13, 11, 13, 11, 1 2 , 11, 10, 9,
a farmer-fisherman here, would not have man to go smelting that night. There the bear and one of the pigs passed over 14, 8, 16, 12, 13, 151bs.
discovered a wandering comet at a time were two others, however, who stayed her. By the time she recovered herself the
when he was thinking of something else, longer than Grant and saw the whole per bear was half a mile away, and the pig
Ripans Tabules: pleasant laxative.
THREE NEW ONES.
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PHILLIPS LOCALS.

M. W. Forster, of Strong, was in towrn
Monday.
Miss Bertha Hinkley has returned from
Mrs. J. B. Noble has returned from her
Boston.
visit in Boston.
Mrs. Lucinda Adams is in Boston for a
W. B. Smith returned home from Dover,
few days’ visit.
N. H., Saturday.
C. L. Boston has gone to work for the
Sunday was the most uncomfortably
P. & R. again.
hot day of the year.
Landlord Bowley, of the Mountain View,
Coney Allen has taken the agency for
was out Monday.
the "Wisconsin” bicycle.
The painters about town are engaged
Dr. H. B. Palmer returned last week
ahead, for some weeks.
from his trip to New York.
Prank Haley is making the butter at the
Arthur Taylor and Joseph Haines
Sandy River Creamery.
have returned from CarrabasSett.
G. B. Carpenter, machinist of the P. &
The reception in honor of Dr. Palmer
R., was in Weld Sunday.
will be held this (Thursday) evening at
Mrs. Louisa Howard is with her daugh Bates Hall.
ter, Mrs. Joel Wilbur, for the summer.
Mrs. Carrie Toothaker has joined the
A telephone connection is to be made at ranks of the amateur photographers and
is now practicing with a "Quad.”
once with S. G. Haley’s Creamery store.

Clothing, Hats, Caps,
BOOTS

andS H O E

Groceries, Hardware,
Tinware and Crockery.

A Few Spring-Tootli Harrows and Plows,
W e will Sell Very Ch eap . Cali and See T h e m
A n d Get Prices.

Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Noble, of Pitts
A Run-away Horse Power.
burg, Penn., visited relatives in town,
wCwCw^. w iiv v '■*
Cr^dCC
u& - w,O^R^i<it€>OC>VvOO^»W‘tXi>C-w-*w^ > JQtJisf*v w - w
Thursday, Avhile John Adams was saw
last week.
ing wood at the depot in Phillips, the belt
Sherman Whitney is working for the P.
came off and let the horse power loose.
is, R. Railroad Co., putting the cars in
The man at the saw noticed that the horses
order.
were on the run, but did not see that the
The first train run on the new time belt was off. He put a big stick of wood W e have J u s t W h a t Y o u W a n t.
Spo rtsm en will do well to
table, reached Phillips on time Monday on the saw which, of course quickly stop
Lo o k O ve r O u r G o o ds Before B u y in g .
morning.
ped that. By this time the other dis
Dr. J. H. Rollin returned- from New covered what was wrong and one jumped
........ W K H A V E A GOOD L IN E O F .........
York, Friday, where he has been visiting for the brake which he set so quickly that
for a few days.
it broke and the pieces wrere thrown SHOES
SPORTSM EN
Fred Soule returned from Westbrook about, the driving wheel burst and pieces
Junction, Friday, where he has been in the of that were thrown sixty feet. Adams
AN D
G U ID E S !
ran to cut the horses loose, but just then
Maine Central employ.
some of the trucks that had been broken
Call and See T h e m .
Bargains in Every Line of G oods.
The King’s Daughters will meet with
off, caught the tread and the machine was
Miss Alberta Matthews Friday, May 22.
stopped. Aside from the above, no injury
Quotations will be from Holmes.
was done, but it was a lively race for the
Mrs. Flint, who has passed much of her horses.
time in town for the last few years, is to
pass the summer with Mrs. Adams.
MEMORIAL DAY PROGRAMME.
Master Donald Hodsdon, of Portland,
N earest Store'to the R angeley Lake H o u s e ,
is under charge of Miss Eugenie Aldrich,
General Order No. One.
while his grandmother, Mrs. Lena Beal,
iVlain Street,
Rangeley, Maine*.
is in Fall River, caring for Dr. Carvill’s Headquarters James E. Cushman Post, No.
children, who have the measles.
87, Department of M aine, G A. R.
Dr. H. B . Palmer will be given a recep
P h i l l i p s , May 8th 1896.
tion this, Thursday evening, at Bates’
In compliance with general orders from
Hall. His legion of friends, while they
wish him success in his new field, regret National headquarters and Department
and Post headquarters,James E. Cushman
very deeply his departure.
RICHARDSON BROTHERS, Proprietors,
The Sandy River Creamery is making Post will observe memorial services as
between eleven and twelve hundred follows:
K E N N E B A G O LA K E , M A IN E .
A t 9 o’clock a . m ., the. Comrades will
pounds of butter per week at present.
By the first of June they will increase to assemble at headquarters in full G. A. R. The only place in the R angeley Regions, easily accessible by buck bo ard route, only nine miles
uniform, including Memorial badges. Col from Rail. Telegraph and Telephone at Rangeley, yet fully as retired as though located
fifteen hundred pounds.
umn will be formed at ten a . m . in the fol
A t last week’s session of the Masonic
lowing order;
Grand Lodge in Portland, N. P. Noble,
F O R T Y M IT E S IN
THE W IL D E R N E S S .
Music.
Esq., of Phillips, was reappointed District
Post members, Relief Corps, Sons of
Deputy Grand Master of the 15th Masonic Veterans, Schools and Citizens. The Col
K ennebago Lake is one o f the loveliest sheets o f water in Maine. During open time there
district.
umn will march to the new Cemetery is n ever a day when fishing is not fine. The pure air and w ater to be found here are
Sunday’s Boston Herald contained a where the exercises in memory of our noble
very good portrait of Lewis Soule of Bow- dead will be held.
L A D E N O N L Y W IT H
HEALTH.
doin, formerly of Phillips.. Soule is slated
Prayer.
as an easy winner of the long runs in the Singing by the choir.
The limit o f Hay F ever is miles away.—The Proprietors have several Furnished Camps at the
intercollegiate meet at Worcester, Mass.
foot o f the Lake for parties wishing to cam p.
Remarks.
STEAMER KENNEBAGO, for use o f guests, plies ou the Lake. Daily Mail each way to
H. B. Austin’s spool mill is a sure thing. Poem, by Miss Flossie Webber.
S. D. McKenney, and assistants, are
Decoration of graves with wreaths and and from Rangeley. during season.
framing it. The sills are in place and are flowers/
being bolted together. The size is 40 by
A t the close, the Column will be formed
100 feet, one story. When it is completed, again and march to the old Cemetery
K E X N E B A OC
> CAKE, MAINE.
Mr. Teague, who is in charge of the work, where the usual'exercises will be con
says they will dedicate it with a grand ducted by the Post. A t the close the Col
ball.
umn will repair to the G. A. R. hall where
The Congregational Church Society dinner will be served at twelve o’clock.
A t two o’clock p . m . the Column will be FISHERMEN who are thinking o f purchasing a New Rod will do w ell to call at my Shop. ''
held their annual meeting Thursday even
formed
again and march to the Union ^ or write to me for Prices. I make both Fly and Bait Rods, o f Lance, Greenheart.
ing of last week. These officers were
Leopard, Da Gama. Bethabara and Hornbeam. Flyrods ranging in weight from 3H> to 8>/3
elected: Clerk, Mrs. F. H. Wilbur: Treas Church where the following exercises will ozs. Special A ttention given to Rod Repairing o f Ail Kinds.
urer, A. M. Greenwood: Financial Com be held :
Prayer.
E. T . H O A R , M ain Street, Rangeley, M aine.
mittee, Mrs. A. M. Greenwood, Mrs. J.
Reading
memorial
order.
M. Wheeler, Mrs.. J. W. Brackett: Pulpit
Music.
full uniform, for the purpose of attending the low green mounds of each, the flag of
Committee, A. M. Greenwood, Miss Cora
Reading roll of honor.
our Nation, under the folds of which they
services at the M. E. Church.
Wheeler, Miss Georgine Y. Wilbur.
Poem by Miss Cherry Bangs.
Sons of Veterans and all soldiers’ sons fell.
C. E. Joy and son, of Mechanic Falls,
Music.
Let us, and all good citizens, by a gene
not belonging to the order are invited to
with several men, are cutting sockets in Poem by Miss Annie Timberlake.
ral attendance upon the solemn services
join in the exercises.
the stone piers of the Phillips & Rangeley Address by Rev. W. A. Nottage.
The members of the Relief Corps and of Memorial Day demonstrate that the
railroad bridge, over the Sandy River at
Music.
wives of the Veterans are requested to heart of the American people is in full
this place. They will build arch supports
Benediction.
meet at G. A. R. hall at nine o’clock a . m ., sympathy with those who gave thier lives
for the bridge and say they can make the
E.
M.
R obinson , Commander. May 30th, to assist in preparing wreaths for the land we love.
bridge stronger than it has ever been. It
Per order Committee of Arrangements.
and bouquets for decorating the graves
will be remembered that they built over L ewis P kescott, Adgt.
E. M. R obinson .
James E. Cushman Post,G. A. R .,w ill of out Nation’s defenders, by the hands of
the village bridge a year and a half ago
F. B. S w e e t her.
and made that better than it was when assemble at G. A. R. headquarters on loving women and innocent children, with
J. B. N o b l e .
Sunday, May 24th at nine o’clock a . m ., in the first flowers of spring, and planting on
uew.
v
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B R O T H E R S , Prop’rs,

Choice* Hand - i^lade Fishing Rods*
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A Cosy Corner for tie Ladies.
rLT LJnJT JlJT JlJT J~ U T JT JT
St. Peter’s Politeness(N ewark Press].
A s P e te r sat at heaven’s gate,
A maiden sought permission,
And begged o f him, if not to o late,
T o give her free admission.
"W h a t claim hast thou to enter h ere?"
He cried with earnest mien.
"P lea se sir," saidshe, ’tw ixt hope and fear,
“ I ’m only just sixteen.”
“ Enough;” the hoary gardian said,
And the gate wide open threw ;
"That is the age when every maid
Is girl and angel, t o o .”
How Shall Wc Welcome Spring?

There is something about the spring
time that appeals to us as none of the
other seasons do, and it would seem that
this feeling is common to the human race
since we find traces of it as far back as we
have any record.
The time of the singing of birds has been
a theme upon which the poets of all ages
have been inspired to write, and although
the other seasons receive much attention,
not one can claim the homage paid to
spring.
The New England spring differs so
widely from that of old England that we
find the customs sadly at variance and
productive of not a little envy on our
part.
The winters of the mother-land are
generally short and mild, and thus in
March friends write of roaming among
banks yellow with primroses, while our
only outlook is snow banks.
But our spring, late and brief though it
Vie, and mostly confined to the month of
May, is yet d e a r to us, and even its earliest
stages have a charm.
To a lover of Nature there is a strange
beauty in the trees as they stand out in
bold relief against a wintry sky, for you
perceive their symmetry of form as you
cannot when they are ‘‘dressed in living
green;” but when on a late day in April
each tiny twig is budding with the rich
promise of summer, there is an added
beauty which makes it small wonder that
trees should have so many lovers. But
trees are not the only attractions.
Very early, before one could hardly ex
pect it, the dainty hepatica ffeakes its ap
pearance, and so warmly dressed that it
would seem to have known the variable
climate to which it was coming. It is not
one of our c o m m o n flowers, but well repays
one for the search, when he is so fortunate
as to secure a cluster of the pink, white
and purple flowers, and their glossy
leaves, whose peculiar shape give its other
name of liverwort.
Spring walks are delightful, for you can
scarcely fail to find something for a re
minder of the warmer days that are com
ing.
It may be only some sprays of pussy
willow, a favorite with every child, some
alder tassels or the bright berries of the
wintergreen, or you may be so favored
as to find in some sunny nook, under
warm blanket of forest leaves, and half
hidden by its own, the may flowers, be
loved by all who know them and which
are so well described by Lucy Larcom:
“ Darlings o f the forest blossoming alone.”

Should you care nothing for flowers,
there must be a beauty in the far away
hills with their misty blue vails, or in the
rivers and brooks which seem to flow
more joyously after their long imprison
ment, while the fields hasten to don their
green, and the willows, faithful sentinels
on the borderland between winter and
spring, appear in uniform’ of palest yel
low.
The pleasantest recollections of our
lives cluster around this season, and al
though it may be true that
"In the spring a young man's fancy
Lightly turns to thoughts o f lo v e .”

the fattcies of most of us go back to our
Current Events Classes.
early years.
The world is making history so fast and
Did you ever think what a blessing it is events crowd upon each other so swiftly
that we usually recall happy hours more at the four quarters of the globe, it takes
easily than sad ones? The first day of a clear head and considerable leisure to
May used to mean a holiday rfi the school keep step with affairs. But after all,
that I attended and teachers and scholars writes Miss O. M. E. Rowe, mental lazi
were alike interested, and being the first ness is largely responsible for the classes
picnic of the season, we made the most of in current events. They are so frequent
it.
as to have become a fad. Many are the
I suppose there must have been in the. drawing rooms filled with women, grate
nature of things, stormy days when we ful to have some one disentangle for their
did not celebrate, but memory fails to re intelligence the snarls of Venezuela, Cuba,.
call them.
Transvaal, the Monroe doctrine and the
Of course it would not have been May unspeakable Turk. Surely this is most
day without flowers, and even if they were commendable compared with tne banality
nothing but violets, saxifrage and some of morning whist. But did anybody ever
thing that we always called a daisy, but hear of a men’s class in current events.
which was really cudweed, and quantities
of an evil smelling flower that we gathered
To Keep Gloves Neat.
only to throw away, we were quite satis
[From the W ashington T im es].
fied.
Every one knows how wrinkled and
It was not much like the English may- soiled gloves become when allowed to lie
ing, but for the “rock bound coast” of about in a bureau drawer, or when rolled
New England was a very fair substitute, up, and so a little case will recommend
and iristead of the May pole dance we itself and be appreciated by all who like
played games that kept us in motion, and to keep their gloves in a neat way.
allowed us no chance of taking what our
The outside of this case is made of a
mothers probably dreaded for us, a cold.
piece of unbleached or self-colored linen,
If American housekeepers have a fault, 10 by 24 inches in size, and the lining is of
which be it far from me to say that they a piece of dark blue silk of the same size.
have, it is, that in their care for their The lining is prepared first. A t equal
homes they fail to care for themselves. distances, are fastened seven loops of
To many, spring means only a time for inch-wide dark blue ribbon, so made that
getting rid of dust and they quite forget two long ribbons of the same width and
that if “ all work and no play makes Jack color can be passed through. These rib
a dull boy,” it will just as surely make a bons serve to hold the gloves in place.
dull woman. A rest day between two The lining and outside are next tacked
busy ones will make a better sandwich together, and one of the narrow ends is
than you can put together in your kitchen, shaped to a point. A ll the edges are
and you may be sure the family will ap bound neatly with dark blue ribbon. On
preciate it even better than something the point are fastened two long ribbons.
good to eat.
The gloves are well smoothed out and
How then shall we welcome spring?
placed beneath the ribbons betw-een the
Take a day out of doors, going for loops, the case is rolled up and secured by
a walk if you like walking, working in the tying the ribbons in a bow.
garden, or even sitting perfectly still in
the sunlight and see things grow. And
W hen I proposed she did not blush.
don’t consider it lost time for you are
And not one word she said.
The maiden did not tell me yes—
really adding to your life, in more ways
She simply shook her head, and yet
than merely prolonging existence.
N o man in all the tow n
There is no law that obliges you to have
Could be m ore pleased than I was. for
house cleaning finished by a certain date,
She shook it up and down.
and no one will think less of you if there
_______________
-L ife .
are fewer stitches in the children’s cloth
So as we all do our best in our station,
ing, so why not take the pleasure you are
sure to have in beholding that old yet it matters not much whether that be high
ever new- miracle that we call springtime. or low.— S h a k e s p e a r e .
A love of Nature is one of our greatest
James Payn. the English novelist, tells
blessings, and so faithful is she to her
lovers, that should we live till extreme old of an amusing question put to him very
age her charm will remain unchanged, seriously by a little boy of his own. The
and we need not fear the^coming of evil family were being driven out of their Lon
days when w-e shall say. “ I have no don house to make way for the painters,
cleaners and whitewashers.
pleasure in them.”
“ Papa,” said the child, who had evi
Lillian Bell discusses “ The Philosophy dently been turning the matter over in his
of Clothes” most interestingly in April own little head, ‘where do the people in
Ladies’ Home Journal. She declares that heaven go when the spring cleaning begins
“ there is a hollowness about having a there.”
man praise your gowns when you know
A polish for skirt bosoms is made by
he doesn’t know- what he is talking about.
When a man praises your clothes he is melting together one ounce of white wax
Heat
always praising you in them. You never and two ounces of spermaceti.
will hear a man praise even the good gently and turn into a^ean shallow pan.
dressing of a woman he dislikes. But When cold break in t * pieces about the
girls who positively hate another girl size of a chestnut and put in a box until
often will add, ‘But she certainly does required. When making boiled starch add
a piece of the wax. When ironing first
know how to dress.’
“ And so the experienced woman wears smooth the bosom very carefully, then
her expensive clothes for other women and place a clean cloth over it and iron lightly:
produces her ‘effects’ for men. She wears remove the cloth, and with a clean,
scarlet on a cold or raw day, and the smooth, hot iron rub it rapidly; when
eyes of the men light up when they see about dry take a cloth wrung dry in cold
her. It makes her look cheerful and bright water and pass lightly over the bosom,
and warm. She wears gray when she following with the hot iron immediately—
wants to look demure. Let a man beware N e w Y o r k S u n .
of a woman in silvery gray. She looks
so quiet and dovelike and gentle that she
A Scotch recipe for oatmeal cakes is a
has disarmed him before she has spoken good one to use. Mix together 2 cupfuls
one word, and he will snuggle down each of oatmeal and flour, 4 4 . cupful of
beside her and let her turn his mind and sugar and one teaspoonful of salt. Melt
his pocket inside out. A woman couldn’t K cupful of shortening, suet or butter,
look designing in light gray if she tried. and add to the above mixturd. A t the
He dotes upon the girl in pale blue. Pale last stir in % cupful of warm water in
blue naturally suggests to his mind the which is dissolved 34 teaspoonfol soda.
sort of girl who can wear it, which is Mix thoroughly, turn upon -a floured
generally a blonde with soft fluffy hair board and roll half an inch thick. Cut up
fair skin and bjue eyes— apparently trust into small cakes, square, round or any
ful. baby-blue eyes.”
i fancy shapes you may have. Roll each

cake very flat and thin and bake in a.
moderate oven to a golden brown. Re
move them carefully from the pan as soonas done and handle carefully, as they arevery brittle. Keep in a covered can or
jar.
____
High-topped sideboards have gone out,
along with that monstrosity, the bedstead
with towering headboards. A pretty and
artistic fancy is the low buffet, without
any top at all. that prevailed a century
ago. One of the prettiest effects in a
dining-room is produced by a collection of
plates hung over such a sideboard. Indeed,
you can scarcely use too much china in
dining-room decoration— stopping short,
of course, of any suggestion of a whole
sale house. Narrow shelves with low
railings over the doors, the cabinet man
tel with its shelves and nooks, a corner
cabinet with glass front and sides, a hang
ing wall cabinet, may all be used for the
display of odd or pretty pieces.
T o P re v e n t F ra y in g .

Many workers in embroidery silks, or
possessors of fine pieces with embroidered
edges, are troubled greatly by the fraying
of the outer edge after the second washing.
This is especially the case if the linen is
cut too close to the edge after the work is
finished and has just been washed. A ll
lovers of faneywork in embroidery silks
know the edge must not be cut out until
after the first washing. To prevent the
fraying which is so discouraging, take the
new piece of linen, before you begin work
ing with the silks, and run the outermost
edge of the stamped pattern with machine
stitching— a close stitch— and you will be
fully repaid for your trouble. If a machine
is not convenient, run the edge by hand
with ordinary thread; this is more trouble
but will prove satisfactory in tho end.—
[J en n ie W r ig h t K i n g .

C H O C O LA TE F R O S T IN G .

cup grated chocolate, % cup of sugar,
2 tablespoonfuls of milk. Cook till it
sticks to the edge of the dish.
H

M r s . E . M . R o b in s o n .

Phillips.
s u p e r io r

h e r m it s

.

cup of sugar, 1 cup of butter, 34 cup of
milk, 34 cup of molasses, 1 cup of chopped
raisins, 2 eggs, 1 small teaspoon soda. A
scant teaspoon of cinnamon and clove.
Roll as soft as possible.
1. M. H.
1

LEM ON

JELLY.

34 box gelatine, 1 scant cup cold water.
1 pint boiling water. 1 cup sugar, 34 large
cup lemon juice. Soak the gelatine in
cold water till soft, add the sugar and
lemon juice and pour the boiling water
over it and stir till dissolved. Strain and
set away to harden. This is nice served
with whipped cream and sponge cake for
tea or a dessert.
Miss E. V. T .
HOW- T O M A K E C H O C O L A T E .

Put a pint and a half of milk over the
fire, preferably in a saucepan kept special
ly for the purpose. Shave an ounce of
chocolate quite fine and put into a cup or
tiny pan with a tablespoonful of boiling
water. Stir till smooth and glossy, then
turn it into the boiling milk and beat
with a wire egg beater till frothy. Pour
into a jug or chocolate pot and send to
table at once.
HAM BURG STE A K .

Remove the skin, fat and sinews from
two pounds of the lower part of the round.
Chop the meat very fine, add to it a clove
of minced garlic and one small red onion
chopped fine, half a teaspoonful of pepper
and a teaspoonful of salt. Shape the
mass into little steaks an inch in thick
ness-by wetting your hands so the meat
will not cling to them. F ry the steaks in
hot butter and serve them with or with
out tomato sauce. Hamburg steaks may'
also be broiled in a double broiler which
has been well buttered.
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’TWIXT YOU AND ME.
King Megantic XIV.
‘ W e are a band o f hunters bold,
And what is truly strange.
W e never y e t have missed a shot
That cam e within our range;
There may be som e that doubt our word—
For them we do not care—
W ho say we mean the kitchen range,
That’s neither here nor there
W e love to chase the graceful deer,
The m oose the caribou,
And when w e ’ve ceased them off the place,
W e ’v e nothing else to do:
S o then we to the clnb repair
To eat a hearty meal,
Then have a little game o f cards,
On to our bunks we steal.
REFRAIN.

A D V E R T IS IN G R a tes R ea so n a b le , an d w ill
be m a d e k n o w n o n a p p lic a tio n .
Address all communications to
R an geley L akes , Rangeley, Maine.
R a n g e l e y , M e ., T h u r s d a y . M a y 14, 1896.

Some Piscatorial Oddities.
On the question of natural fish distribu
tion in our fresh water streams and lakes,
a Maine angler in the Lewiston Journal
says it is not easily explained “ why some
rivers or some branches of rivers and cer
tain ponds and lakes connect with them
had trout existing in them when the
country was settled, while other rivers or
lakes had pickerel but no trout; who can
give the reason? For instance, the Penob
scot west branch and all that large system
of lakes through which it flows, had no
trout, while the Piscataquis river, a
branch of the Penobscot, and all its ponds
and lakes, were full of trout. The Ken
nebec waters had trout abundantly except
on the Sebasticook and Massalenskee
branches where only pickerel flourished.
“ That this distributions did not wholly
depend on the marshy character of the
stream, is proved by the lake at Dexter,
of great depth, fed by springs, and with
almost no marsh at all around it; yet pick
erel were found in it in abundance by the
first settlers, and no trout have ever been
caught from it.
“ When the writer was a boy, it was
said of the Cobbosee system of lakes, ex
tending from Gardiner, through Winthrop
and Readfield, to Mt. Vernon, that they
afforded ‘splendid trout fishing’ in pioneer
days, but had no pickerel. And it was al
leged that William Vance, or ‘Squire
Vance, a noted inhabitant of Readfield,
procured pickerel to put in what is now
Lake Maranocook. These soon spoiled
the trout fishing in the whole system of
lakes, and now they fire noted for their
good pickerel grounds. Again the Messalonskee branch of the Kennebec, from
Waterville to Rome and Springfield, were,
if the writer is correctly informed, never
trout waters, while the Sandy river
branch from Starks to Wilton and Phil
lips,"always had good trout fishing. Can
some sf the fishing experts throw light on
this subject?”
WHERE ARE THEY?

About 25 years ago a large lot of land
locked salmon was placed in Dexter pond
and at various times since eggs and young
fish have been added but no one seems to
catch any of the fish. That there are some
large ones in the pond goes undisputed, as
evidence of their presence has been appar
ent. Some years ago a dead one was
found in the ice which weighed in the
neighborhood of 15 pounds and one was
killed in tne water wheel at Abbott’s mill
which must have weighed nearly as much.
The little brooks whieh run into the pond
and two of them especially are found to
be well-stocked with small salmon indi
cating that the fish thrive there and the
only explanation which seems reasonable
why none of the large fish are caught is
the one offered by William H. Abbott who
says there are so many little fish for them
to feed on that bait does not tempt them
when displayed on the end of the hook.

Tramp, tramp, tramp, tramp.
Into the woods w e go,
W ith rifle or gun.
Its nothing but fun
I f we wall! forty miles or so,
Tramp, tramp, tramp, tramp.
Looking for bear or cub.
Though w e com e from afar.
Bold Nimrods w e are
Of the famous M egantic Club.

%

will be ready to launch in two weeks.
Proprietor Soule went to town Mon
day, to. see about supplies for camp.
Chas. Hoar who is at work at the camp
went to town Monday to get two cows
for the Island.
Y.
Rangeley Lake House Register.
T h u r s d a y , May 7.—Mr. and Mrs. C. P. S tev 
ens, Malden, Mass.; F. A . Little, Augusta;
F r id a y , May 8.—Dr. J. R. Kittridge, Farm
ington.
S a t u r d a y . May 9.—W ill E. Wyman, P ort
land; F. B. Richardson. C. Richardson. B rook
lyn; G. F. Eaton, Portland; Hon. W m. L. Reed,
Brockton, Mass.; Henry Hobart, G race A
Hobart, East Bridgewater.
!
I r~~~i
Monday , May 11.—S. P. Ridley, Boston; H.
W. Knight, Lewiston; C. H. Thompson. Lynn;
D. T. Moore, Biddeford; E. G. Simpson and
daughter. Brunswick; R obert Codman, jr„
Boston; Chas. H. Baker, James E. Manning,
John M. Nelson, Henry N. Hastings, W . D.
Nelson, L y n n .,
Tuesday May 12—Benj. Cummings, and wife,
Edward S. Brown, Williard Nye, Jr., Edgar
R. Lewis, N ew B edford; W . D. Sullivan, Chas.
S. Eaton, Boston; A. W . Durkee, N ew York;
W m. H oward Doughty, Troy. N. Y .; E 'F .
Coburn. Law rence, Mass.; W . II. Hutchins.
Lynn; W alter B. Farmer Arlington: Fred H.
Pearson, L ow ell; A. A . Sargent and wife,
Mary Hey, Haverhill; A. S. Cook, Geo. A .
Fairfield. F. A . Pratt, E. S. Kibbe. Geo. A .
Bolles. Hartford; Geo. L. W alker. Portland;
E. Belding. Springfield; E. F. Belding. F itch
burg.

The above lines are the hunter’s chorus
SUNDAY’S TEMPEST.
in the 2d act burlesque, “ King Megantic
X I V ” given by the Charleston club at the Much Damage Done in Southern Part of
Bijou theatre Boston Monday evening.
the County.
It is said the marksmanship of the Megan
tic club ,isn’t to be compared with the
Sunday’s storm, which though very
“ hit” made by the burlesque.
brisk, did little damagein North Franklin;
but in the southern part of the county it
The verses which headed the column last was a veritable cyclone.
A Farmington dispatch says: A thunder
week may have been erratic, but the writer
intended to have entitled them erotic.
shower with a high wind and hail raged
Sunday afternoon, causing considerable
The editor needs your subscription more damage to barns in this town, Industry
than ever now, since his family was in and New Sharon. The track of the tornado
creased by the arrival of a little daughter, was about a mile wide and described a
Wednesday. — P e m a q u i d M e s e n g e r .
semi-circle, taking in the towns mentioned.
Looks like an advertising dodge.
No lives were lost, but there were several
narrow escapes. Crops were not damaged.
An Aroostook woodsman, E. B. White,
A Strong dispatch says: A t 5.30 f . m.,
has a curious and unique arrangement Sunday one of the most terrific cyclones
which he calls a camp range. It consists known for years passed over this place,
of a three-fourths inch gas pipe, 18 inches with heavy thunder, lightnir™ and sncli a
long, hammered to a point at one end and gale that at first it filled the air with dust
plugged with metal, through which are so it was almost iike night. Then came
three small holes, each of a size fit to hold the rain and hail, blowing off chimneys,
the end of a wire, say 2-16ths of an inch in breaking glass and doing other damage.
diameter. Loops are made of wire, into It took off two chimneys from A. J. Por
which skillets, pails, pans or other taper ter’s house, one from Mrs? Edwards’ house,
ing cooking utensils are fitted snugly. A one from W. L. Taylor’s house, lots of
washer of sheet iron fits over the end of glass in Dr. Higgin’s house, flooding the
the gas pipe, and is prevented from slip parlor with water, as also it did in several
ping clear down by a snug; metal wrist other houses; blew over one of the sheds of
band. The washer serves to brace the the corn factory, also one of the out build
wires. The gas pipe is driven into the ings of the railway station, tearing up and
ground, and red embers and coals placed
blowing down shade trees and apple trees.
about it. The food is cooked easily and
In other parts'of the State the damage
quickly. A coffee pot hanger is also used,
was very great, Many barns were blown
it being bent up, so that the long coffee
down and one house was wrecked in Bel
pot will swing clear of the fire.
grade. Over 50 barns were wrecked in
Augusta, Sidney and and adjoining towns
Greenvale.
The school at Greenvale closed Friday One of the remarkable features of the
May 1, after an eight weeks term. storm was the feet that no one was badly
Following are the names of those scholars injured and little stock killed or hurt.
not absent one-half day: Cylence Lowell,
Florine Philbrick, Ida Philbrick, Fred
Collins. Mora Ellis was absent but onePHILLIPS LOCALS.
half day. Clyde Ellis and Cylence Lowell
got the prizes onAheir maps. Teacher.
Maggie Hinkley. y
W. A. D. Cragin was ill last week.
Charles Minor is ill with gastric fever.
THE NEW ROAD.
James Smith is getting out granite at
Railroad Commissioners to Look it Over
the Howland quarry for the Sandy River
T his Week.
railroad.
R u m e o r d F a l l s , Me., May 11,— The
It is expected that Rev. W . B. Dukeboard of railroad commissioners will in
spect the line of the Rumford Falls & shire, of Farmington, will occupy the pul
Rangeley road on Thursday. B y that pit of the M. E. church next Sunday, in
day the rails will undoubtedly be laid exchange with the pastor.
Saturday night’s cyclone shower was a
into Bemis.
If the railroad commis
sioners accept the line, as is probable, rattler! The corner elm tree on James
trains will be running to the Rangeleys Smith’s place was struck by the opening
by the last of this week or the first of flash of lightning, but no serious damage
is reported.
next.
Noah Davenport, a life-long resident of
The W ord from Billy’s.
P l e a sa n t I sla n d C am ps , May 12.— The Phillips, died last Sunday at the residence
steamer made its first trip to Haines of his nephew, Charles Davenport, in
Landing Monday morning and will make Salem, aged 82 years. Funeral services
were held in the Blethen school-house
regular trips every day from now on.
The crew that is at work on Dutton’s Tuesday morning.
The offlcers-elect for the next quarter I.
steamer are getting along nicely. They
have it about half planked and think it O. of G. T ’s of Franklin Lodge. Phillips,

were duly installed before an appreciative
audience, on Monday evening last, by
State and Lodge Deputy, William H.
Fultz, as follows; Guy Harden, C. T .;
Blanche Kenniston, V. T .; Julius Blanch
ard, Treas.; Daniel Hoyt, F. S.; Florence
May Fultz, Chap.; Charles Blanchard.
M.; Cora Kelly, D. M.; Mrs. M. J. Fultz.
V. J. T .; Bert Voter, Guard; Henry
Leighton, Sent. After the installation
addresses were delivered by the Deputy
and others. Recitations and readings
were also given, which were very instruc
tive as well as entertaining. The Deputy
informed the Lodge that the Grand
Lodge through its executive, gives the
Lodge the eight cents p e r c a p i t a tax for
this quarter. This will bg a great help to
Franklin Lodge. The Lodge, therefore
starts out under very auspices circum
stances this term. Under the auspices of
this Lodge the Rev. Mr. Buffin will de
liver a lecture in the M. E. Church on
Friday evening next.
A very pretty home wedding took place
Saturday evening, May 2nd, at the house
of Mr. and Mrs. J. Larrabee, Phillips, the
occasion being the marriage of their niece.
Miss Effie Butler, and Mr. Arthur
Graffam. The ceremony was performed
by Rev. W. A. Nottage, pastor of the
Methodist Church, in the presence of
about twenty near friends of the contract
ing parties. After the ceremony, which
occurred
at eight o’clock, refresh
ments were served. The presents were
as follows: D. A. Butler, $50.00 checks':
J. A. Larrabee, $50.00 gold; Mrs. J. Larra
bee, one dozen sliver knives and folks, and
berry spoon; Mr. and Mrs. P. P. Knapp
and children, silver pickle jar and two
large silver spobns; Earl and Bernie
Larrabee, silver cake basket ; Mr. and Mrs.
E. S. Larrabee, toilet set and $10.00 in
gold; Miss Bertha Perry, cake basket; W.
V. Larrabee. *100.00; D. D. Graffam.
$10.00 gold; Mrs. -D. I). Graffam, linen
table cloth; Miss Josephine Toothaker.
silver cream ladle; Miss Edith Graffam.
butter knife and and sugar shell; Mrs, J.
Grover, pie knife; Miss Georgine Wilbur,
pepper and salt shakes. Mr. and Mrs.
Graffam are graduates of Phillips High
School, and are among the most popular
young people. Congratulations and best
wishes from many friends for their future
happiness.

MERROW’S MAGIC LINIMENT
CURES R H E U M A TIS M .

Costs but 2?c. : Five Bottles, $1.00.
W arranted.—Sold Everyw here
By W ideaw ake “ U p tod ate” Druggists and
General Dealers.
“ There it goes again,” says Mr. Backnumber.
as Mr. Uptodate closes his store door, “ that’s
the tenth sale o f ‘M errow ’s Magic Linim ent’ I
have lost this week just because it is not on my
shelves. I ’ll send fo r som e ‘M. M. L .’ at once."
Further inform ation and testimonials for
2-eent stamp. Ask your dealer for it.
R. A . M E R R O W , P r o p ’ r , F a rm in g to n , Me.

Ripans Tabules cure constipation.
Ripans Tabules: gentle cathartic.
Ripans Tabules: for sour stomach
Ripans Tabules cure torpid liver.
Ripans Tabules cure Hver troubles,
Living Topics Magazine.
A really unique publication, o f rare interest
and value to all intelligent readers, as a free
sample copy which the publisher offers will
quickly convince you. It deals only with such
fa cts in current events ’and the w orld’s pro
gress in all departm ents o f know ledge as one
would ex p ect to find record ed in a first-class
cyclop edia were it u p -t o -d a te — which no c y c lo 
pedia is or possibly can be. because of its
magnitude and cost, and yet the average
reader inquires more concerning tilings of the
past three years than concerning the p reced 
ing three centuries. Topics are treated in
alphabetical order, and as often as the alpha
bet is covered a new series will begin and the
same course resumed. The first series will be
com pleted within the present year—approxi
m ately 1,000 pages, all for the surprisingly low
price of $1.00. John B. A uden, Publisher.
New York.
i
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Glad to see so many of the old familiar
Mr. and Mrs. A. A - Sargent, of Haverhill.
faces among the incoming sportsmen! Mass., stopped over at Rangeley Tuesday
Glad to see the new ones, tool
night, on their way to Camp Haverhill,
on the Big Lake.

With the Sportsmen.
Fishing.
N ow digs the boy the garden plot
W ith energy intense,
Until fie bags a tribe o f worms,
And then he skips the fen ce.
Then off he skoots to where the stream
Doth ever gently swish;
And with much patience, and bis hooks,
E nticeth sundry fish.
And then with slow and w eary steps,
H om eward doth he wend—
W hen he is led to a back shed,
And frightful cries ascend.

L ast
T his

week — Lots of ice;
week — No ice; lots

no sportsmen.
of sportsmen.

Pish Commissioner Carlton was lucky
enough to land a 4-lb salmon at Lake
Auburn last week, but if he’d come to
Rangeley the 4-pounder might have been a
fi-pounder.
Among the successful parties in the Cove
Monday, were Mrs. Prank Kempton and
Mrs. Viola Morse. Mrs. Kemptoh secured
a 2-pounder, while Mrs. Morse safely
landed a 3-pounder. Natt Carr and Will
Porter guided them.

The Tuttle party are coming Saturday
next.
Elliott Russell caught twelve trout in
the cove Monday with a fly.
Ed. Lowell and W ill Porter caught an
8-pound salmon in the cove Saturday.
They also got a trout the same day that
weighed 2% lbs.
Mr. P. B. Richardson and son Cortland,
of Brooklyn, were among Saturday’s ar
rivals at the Rangeley Lake House. H.
R. Puller, of Temple, is guiding Mr. Rich
ardson as usual, while Martin Fuller is
looking out for the boy. The latter has
already taken two 3-pounders and one
weighing lj^lbs.
W ill Wyman, the genial representative
of Fletcher & Co., of Portland, is the
luckiest man to date. Sunday, with
Elliott Russell as guide, he landed three
salmon weighing 8X&S, 6>^lbs and 3ibs.
This shoves^ the Rangeley Lake House
record up another notch, and, at the same
time, makes a record which Elliott says
wont be beaten for the season.

Vice-President Tucker, of the M. C. R.
R., is having prepared a complete list of
all the lakes, streams, ponds and brooks
in Maine where fishing is good, with
prices of board and bait, kind of fish ob
tainable, guides and all such necessary in
formation for the good of the seekers
after sport. xY good idea!

A close second to the record of Mr. W y
man is that of Mr. C. P. Stevens, of Mal
den, Mass., who, with Gene Soule as guide,
caught three salmon weighing 73^ibs, fi^lbs
and 3ibs. Mr. Stevens is always an early
visitor at the Rangeleys and owns a cot
tage in the Narrows of Richardson lake.
This spring he has been ill and concluded
The following comes from Beaver Pond, to try a rest at the Rangeley Lake House
and therefore must be— true: Frank Por instead of opening his camp.
ter and Will Grant were fishing with pork
Hon. P. E. Timberlake opened Marthe day after the ice went out. They’d
caught a fair amount of trout when squamosy, Saturday, having as guests
Frank had a bite. It pulled like a good State Insurance Commissioner Carr, Wm.
one, but when they brought it to the top Haines, a candidate for Attorney Gen
it proved to be a %-pound trout encased eral, and S. G. Haley, of Phillips. , The
in a long-necker— only the trout’s head party had excellent success, each getting a
protruding. They had to break the bot good fish. Twenty wei’e taken in all, 3
tle to get at the fish, but W ill says the salmon averaging 3 pounds each and 2
flavor of the fish was exceptionally fine. trout averaging 3 pounds each. D. E.
[It took the pair of them two weeks to and S. Hinkley were their guides.
manufacture the above ynrn] •
In a letter to a Boston friend a Ken
tucky gentleman, who has fished for many
seasons at Moosehead Lake, gives some
interesting facts bearing on the trout
fishing in the late summer and in Septem
ber as compared with that in years gone
by. WTith the exception of isolated cases
during which the trout rise well, owing
perhaps to particularly favorable condi
tions of both the weather and water, he
thinks the fishing is gradually growing
poorer, and gives several reasons for its
decline. Commenting on the spring fish
ing just after the ice goes out, he states
that many parties go there, hire the little
steamers and cruise up and down the lake
until they find the fish, which are there in
schools, and kill hundreds of pounds of
them, so many in fact as to largely reduce
their numbers. Again, he says, the min
nows and smelt have increased so that
the trout feed mostly under water, not
rising to take the fly as formerly, when
feed was scarce. In the old days the trout
would drive the minnows into shallow
water near the shore and would then take
the fly readily. Now the lake is alive with
their food, and such action on their part
is unnecessary. These little fish abound
now in water to a great depth, and the
trout are scattered everywhere.— H a c k l e ,
in F o r e s t a n d S t r e a m .

Ed. Grant is getting ready for the open
season on fish stories. Last week he set
out a rose bush and a grape vine. 'This
week he is telling his friends that Marble,
and Furbish, Butler & Oakes have agreed
to take 10 bushels of grapes each per day
from the vine the coming season. If there
are any grapes left after this they will be
^hipped down the lake and to the Boston
market. He also says he has engaged 70
women to tie boquets from his rose bush
and expects tp keep them busy all summer.
Mr. Henry Hobart and his daughter,
Miss Grace, of East Bridgewater, Mass.,
are now at the Mooselookmeguntic House,
where they had such excellent luck last
year. Miss Hobart is a thorough-going
fisherwoman and starts this season with
an afternoon’s catch of seven trout weigh
ing 15 lbs. Beside this she has taken a
number of good fish. Mr. Hobart had
taken three 4-pound squaretails. Hon.
Wm. L . Reed of Brockton, accompanies
the party and has taken several good
ones. A1 Sprague is guiding Miss Hobart,
and Natt Ellis, the gentlemen.

G. P. Eaton, of Portland, caught 10
Another In tellig en t Beaver.
trout Monday which weighed 22% pounds.
Dr. Brooks, of Providence, R. I., dui’ing
George Hen Huntoon guided him, but will
not tell when they came from only that one of his visits to the Rangeleys, em
ployed Levi Oakes as guide. Among the
there are “ quantities of them left” .
many interesting adventures the guide
had met with, during the years he had
David H. Blanchard, of Boston, an old been guidirfg, was the following which he
and well known frequenter of the Range- related to the Doctor, and he in turn told
leys, now goes to New Brunswick, where it to the Superintendent at Indian Rock.
he controls a branch of the Mirimachi, for
It seems that one time he had a couple
Salmon fishing. He and his daughter are of sportsmen, from Portland, over on
to go to Winnipisaugee, guests of Rollin the Dead River waters looking for big
Jones who has a cottage there, for a few game. The guide was rowing the boat
days. Mr. Blanchard’s many friends in very quietly and as they came round a
this section would be pleased to see him bend in the river they discovered, sittingonce more.
on a log, that reached across the stream,
a beaver. They had come so silently, that
Mr. Walter B. Farmer, of Arlington, the beaver had not discovered them, and
Mass., is again a guest at the Mooselook they got very near before the man in the
meguntic House where, last year, he took bow of the boat decided to shoot.
Immediately following the discharge of
98 trout in all, weighing more than 200
lbs., the largest weighing 0 % ®>s. He is the rifle came a splash and the man ex
claimed “ Missed him, by gosh!” but as
being guided by Ed. Lowell.
soon as the smoke lifted, they saw that
Elliott A. Russell was the successful the bullet had cut the animal’s tail square
guesser on the date of the ice going out of off and left it remaining on the log. Just
Rangeley Lake, and receives R angeley then they saw the beaver turn round and
L akes for one year. There were only six swim back to the log, climb up, take the
guesses of earlier dates, viz. Apr. 27, 30, tail in his teeth and disappear!
May 1, 8, 9, 10. Prom Montreal came the
The Doctor was somewhat incredulous
1st and 8th of May, but lots and lots for regarding the latter part of the story, but
later dates.
the guide declared it was true and that he
could prove it by the two sportsmen, but,
The old Mountain View House and its unfortunately, he had forgotton their
new mate have been painted light yellow names.
with white trimmings and looks pretty as
Our friend from the Rock, says he could
a picture from the outside. Inside, the never understand how a bullet could cut
effect is even more pleasing. The general off so large a portion of a beaver as his
sitting-room, which occupies the major tail, or how he could turn round in the
part of the first floor in the new part, is a water without it, for without the tail the
beauty! The finish is natural wood with beaver could no more turn or steer him
high wainscoting and the paper of a light self, than a rock.
tint which harmonizes nicely. The floor
“ A beaver’s tail is its rudder,” conclud
is made of narrow hard-wood strips, and ed C. T.
offers glorious possibilities for the dancei's.
NARROW ESCAPE
But the most enjoyable thing of all is the
great brick fireplace with wide arching
Good Fishing Accompanied by Serious Ac
opening, which will take “four-foot wood”
cident at Varnum Pond.
without sawing, and ’round wTiich many
a jolly yarn will be spun. The early visi
F armington , Me., May 7.— The fishing
tors like the change of things very much. has been in evidence this iveek at Sweet’s
Pond. Louis Voter landed ten trout,
Loon Lake received its first visitors Thursday, that weighed 20 pounds and
Tuesday— Mr. P. B. Richardson and son, had them in the village before 10 o’clock.
A t Clear Water Pond G. M. Hatch
of Brooklyn, and their guides.
caught one of
pounds. Dr. John W .
There are said to be lots of dead smelts Nichols a lake trout of three pounds, and
on the shores at the Greenvale end of the E. E. Richards and Geo. Wheeler four
trout that weighed seven pounds.
lake.
A t Varnum Pond great luck greeted
The first party of the season at the most of the fishermen. Fred Allen and
Mountain View House arrived Wednes Roll. Withee three salmon and two trout;
day. They are Hartford gentlemen and Frank Richards and Fred Pinkham, one
number five in all. Mr. Geo. A. Bolles is lake trout, 4% pounds, and one of one
dean of the corps and well-known to many pound; Vane Knowlton, three salmon
frequenters of the region. With him are and three trout and Elliott Russell, of
Mr. F. A. Pratt, president of the Pratt & Rangeley, one trout and one salmon.
E. W. Whitcomb and Ludgie Mattliieu
Whitney Machine Co.; Asa P. Cook, an
extensive manufacturer of wood screw met with an accident which nearly ter
machinery; Geo. H. Fairfield, president of minated the life of Mr. Matthieu. They
the Machine Screw Company; E. S. went to Varnums for a day’s fishing and
Kibbey, president of the E. S. Kibbey, Co., all of the boats being let they took a
wholesale grocers. Messrs. Kibbey and canoe belonging to E. G. Gay, of Hotel
Fairfield are here for the first time.
Willows, which was in Walter Guild’s
boat house. Mr. Matthieu had hooked a
That jolly octogenarian sportsman and large trout and he was reeling him in
story-teller, Mr. E. E. Rider, of Middle- when Mr. Whitcomb had a strike on his
boro, Mass., arrived Tuesday, staying at line, and in reaching forward to get hold
Hinkley’s over night and going to his fav of his rod which he had laid down so as
orite retreat at Loon Lake, Wednesday. to paddle, in some way the canoe was
Both started to swim
Mr. Rider is over eighty, but he’s chipper overturned.
as a youngster and enjoys fishing as much ashore, but Mr. Matthieu who was cum
as ever.
bered with a heavy overcoat soon tired
out and would have drowned but for the
Among Tuesday’s arrivals at the Range- help of Mr. Whitcomb, who kept him up
ley Lake House was a New Bedford until assistance from George Me L. Pres(Mass.) party of five consisting of Benj. son and W. M. Pratt, who were fishing
Commings and wife, Edward S. Brown, near by, arrived. Mr. Whitcomb also
landed his trout which caused the acci
Williard Nye, jr., and Edgar R. Lewis.
dent.

W ill H. Haines in coming from Bemis
Messrs. E. Belding of Springfield, and
R a n g e l e y L a k e s solicits your orders
last Sunday saw, off Stony Batter on the E. F. Belding of Fitchburg, were among for Job Printing.
Big Lake, 52 gulls, 4 black ducks, 3 loons old frequenters who put in an appearance
and 1 crow.
Tuesday.
We do Printing of all kinds promptly.
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WASHINGTON GETTING DULL.
Senator Mitchell’s “ Feet Prints”
that the Discoverer of M is
sissippi Found in the
Mud.
! Special Correspondence of Rangeley Lakes] .

British Ambassador and the Dean of the
Diplomatic Crops. Sir Julian is more
than six feet tall and large in proportion,
weighing, I should say, somewhere be
tween 260 and 300 pounds. The wheel that
can safely carry him through a season’s
riding will need no additional testimonials
as to strength.
Senator Blanchard, of La., is often
called Ichabod Crane, and it cannot be
denied that he does remind of Irving’s
famous character, in appearance, and
some of his friends insist that he is still
more like him in some other ways. Mr.
Blanchard looks at first glance like a man
below 30, but he will cross the half hun
dred line just about a year before Father
Time steps into the Twentieth Century.
Mr. Blanchard is well-liked by those who
know him, but, owing to a little uppish
ness, it has become rather diffiuclt to
know him since he became a member of
the American House of Lords, although
he was quite affable when in the House.

D. C., May 12, 1896.— So
ciety was well represented in the hand
some drawing rooms of the Venezuelan
legation, which were elaborately deco
rated with white blossoms and roses,
Wednesday, the attraction being the
wedding of Miss Teresa Andrade, daugh
ter of the Venezuelan minister, and Mr.
Gustav Schlottman, a young German
Who is making fame and fortune in the
country of the bride. A sister of the bride
was her only attendant, and her brother
was best man. The bride wore white
satin trimmed with lace and orange blos
soms during the ceremony, and her going
away gown was of gray clpth trimmed
New Version of the Parable.
with gold braid.
When Judge Sterling B. Toney was
The Vice-President and Mrs. Stevenson
have issued invitations for the marriage down south he went— or, rather, he says
of their daughter, Miss Julia, to Rev. he went— to a service at a little country
Martin Hardin, of Ky., in this city on church. Here the preacher, a simple old
June 2nd, and Senator and Mrs. Stewart countryman, arose to deliver a sermon on
for the marriage of their daughter, Miss the subject of the prodigal son. “ I am
Mary Isabelle, to Mr. Francis Lithgow going to take this text, my bretheren, be
Payson, at their residence ( “ Stewart cause it is just as appliable now as it was
Castle” ) on Dupont Circle, on Saturday in the old days gone by. Here, to-day, as
of yore, the prodigal, anxious to see the
May 16th.
Reform comes high in racing as well world and enjoy himself, goes to his old
as in most things. The society gentlemen father, who has loved him for many,
who formed the Washington Jockey Club many years, and asks him that he be
and leased the Benning’s track, for the given his portion that he has been saving
purpose of giving the public two weeks of for many, many years. And the old
honest horse racing several times a year, father, who has loved him for many,
free from the gambling jockeying which many years, gives him his portion, and he
has almost killed the sport, did not ex goes away and spends it in riotous living.
pect to make any money, but it is quite He has a high old time of it, my bretheren,
certain that they did not expect their and that prodigal was glad enough to eat
first meeting to cause them a> loss of $15,- with the swine he herded. Then the prodi
000, but that is just what it has done. gal repents, as many of us are apt to do
Fortunately for the club its members are on an empty stomach, and he went back
nearly all men of means, if not of great to the old home, where he had lived for
wealth, and the loss will not be severely many, many years. And he saw the blue
smoke curling out of the chimney, as it
felt.
Congressman Russell, of Georgia, has had done for many, many years, and his
been knocking around this old world a old father, who had loved him for many,
little more than fifty years, a score of many years. And he fell upon his father’s
which have been devoted to newspaper shoulders and wept and begged to be
work. It may be imagined that a man taken back to his heart. Then the father
with that sort of an experience is not loved him again, as he had done for many,
easily caught napping no matter what many years, and went out and killed the
happens to him. But Mr. Russell con fatted calf that had been on the old farm
fesses that he was completely knocked out for many, many years.”
Here the judge was so convulsed at the
by a little incident that occurred on Penn
sylvania Avenue several days ago. Mr. probable toughness and antiquity of
Russell was on his way to the Capitol, that calf that had been on the farm for
and just as he reached the little open many, many yenrs, that he argued judici
space at the junction of Seventh Street he ously with himself whether, after all, the
stopped to shake hands with a friend, not old man’s forgiveness and method of
observing that himself and friend were sho wing it were as devoid of humor as we
standing on the outskirts of a small have always thought it . — L o u i s v i l l e T i m e s .
crowd which was listening to one of the
street missionaries who so often hold
The town and village improvement*so
forth thereabouts. The street missionary cieties all over Maine are beginning their
was more observant, for suddenly turning operations for the season. These associ
are doing a splendid work in
towards Mr. Russell he said: “ A member ations
beautifying, improving and making more
of Congress will now address the meet attractive our pretty rural villages—
ing.” The audience turned as one man planting trees, making sidewalks, cleaning
towards Mr. Russell, who stammered out up the parks and commons beautifying
cemeteries, and while doing this work for
some sort of an excuse— he says he doesn’t the village and its public places are also
know what he said— and made an un setting an example to owners of private
grounds to imitate the good work they
dignified run for a passing street car.
carrying forward. In many places in
Those who are on sufficiently intimate are
the State ladies are taking the lead
terms with Senator Mitchell, of Wis., in the work of these societies, and
have had no end of fun guying him about their fine taste is employed to good pur
a little break he made in his eulogy of pose in developing the aesthetic sentiment
and love of the beautiful by the artistic
Pere Marquette, in the Senate the other embellishment of town, village and house
day. Of course everybody knows that he grounds. The work of these societies is a
knew better and that it was only by one most commendable one, and as Arbor
is almost here let every one set out
of those slips of the tongue, which have Day
one tree, at least. In a few years it would
been the plague of some of the world’s greatly improve the surroundings of our
greatest orators, that he said the great pretty town .— F a ir fie ld J o u r n a l .
explorer upon landing on the shore of the
We heartily concur in the above and
Mississippi saw “ feet-prints in the mud,” commend it to our citizens.
As the
but that hasn’t helped him any, and he Governor’s Arbor Day has passed for
won’t hear the last of those “ feet-prints” this year let us each appoint one for our
until somebody else makes a break of the selves and set trees just the same. What
same sort.
has become of the former Village ImprovThe latest and one of the most distin ment Society? R a n g e l e y L a k e s , will
guished converts to bicycle riding as a gladly aid in calling meetings to re
recreation is Sib Julian Pauncefote, organize.
W a s h in g t o n .
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The Lead is corroded by
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oil.
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'Caveats, and Trade-Marks obtained and all Pat-1
[cnt business conducted for M o d e r a t e F e e s . '
i O ur O ff ic e is O p p o s it e U. S. Pa t e n t O ffice J
land we can secure patent in less time than those J
[remote from Washington.
f
t Send model, drawing or photo., with descrip-j
•tion. We advise, if patentable or not, free ofl
[charge. Our fee not due till patent is secured. 5
> A Pa m p h l e t , “ How to Obtain Patents,” with j
'cost of same in the U. S. and foreign countriesJ[
[sent free. Address,
?

C .A .S N O W & C O .!

\ O pp . Pa t e n t O ffi ce , W a s h i n g t o n , d .
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By using

the B urgess , F obes & Co. Goods,
you will be sure ot a good job,
and one that will last.
The Portland Colors are Stand
ard for quality and shade.
J 6m29

Lake Cottages
a Specialty.

CAN I O BTA IN A P A T E N T ?
F or*
prompt answer and an honest opinion, write to
MUNN & CO., who have had nearly fifty yenrs*
experience In the patent business. Communica
tions strictly confidential. A Handbook of In
formation concerning P aten ts and bow to ob
tain them sent free. Also a catalogue of mechan
ical and scientific books sent free.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
special notice in the S cien tific A m e r ic a n , and
thus are brought widely before the public with
out cost to the inventor. This splendid paper,
issued weekly, elegantly illustrated, has by far the
largest circulation of anv scientific work in the
world. $ 3 a year. Sample copies sent free.
Building Edition, monthly, Jz.50 a year. Single
copies, 4 5 cents. Every number contains beau
tiful plates, in colors, and photographs of new
houses, with plans, enabling builders to show the
latest designs and secure contracts. Address
MUNN & CO., New Y ork , 3 0 1 Bhoauw ay .

E S T A B L I S H E D , 1863.

A
.J . H A L E Y ,
F A R M IN C TO N , -

M A IN E .

Contractor
and Builder.

LEROY L SMITH,

A

1

Blacksmith.
Specialist in H o rs e -S h o e in g .

RANGELEY,

:

:

M A IN E .

T. W. BRIMIGION, M. D.

Office at the Blodgett Stand,
Office hours, 1 to 2 and 7 to 8 P. M.,
RANGELEY,

: : ME.

HENRY

ADAM S,

D e a l e r In

Foreign and American
Marble and Granite
Monuments,
Headstones,
Tablets, Curbing, Etc.,
T E M P L E , M A IN E .

LAND IN CALIFORNIA.
I can sell parties who are desirous of locating
in California, Real Estate in any quantity from
5 to 1000 or more acres, situated in, what I con
sider the best part of California, from 20 to 50
miles from the ocean, just brought into the
market by the Coast Line R. R. from San
Francisco to Los Angelos. I do not urge peo
ple to leave Maine, but if any are coming here,
I can help them to land at from 15 to 150 per
acre, as good as can be bought in other parts
of the state for $400 per acre. Climate fine.
Well wooded, pine and oak. Good water.
This is the best chance for a poor man to gel
land and make a start of any place I have seen
in this state. For particulars write or call on
me.
Address.
SEWARD DILL,
Soquel.
Santa Cruz Co.,
California; or
A . R. BOOTH.
‘
El Paso
de Robles,
San Louis Obispo
Co., Cal.

Job Printing >Kexecuted
A t Rangeley Lakes Printing Office.

RANGELEY LAKES.
AN EPICUREAN TALE.
UNCLE REUBEN’S GUEST, WHO CAME
FROM “ DOWN TH AH .”
A Case W here Turtle Soup, Fish, Boast
Quail and "M adery” W en t W ith Rolls
and Coffee— A Pathetic Incident Witness
ed In a New York Restaurant.

On a poor down town street which bogins nowhere and ends nowhere in partic
ular is a little restaurant— “ rosturaw,”
the proprietor calls it. Over the destinies
and tables of this unobtrusive bit of New
York presides Uncle Reuben, black— very
black— grizzled, stooped, soft of speech,
softer of manner and deft in the art of the
kitchen, moro deft than he himself under
stands. About that time when folks up
north and folks down south were disput
ing each other’s right to live Uncle Reu
ben found New York and located.
It came to be generally known about
town that down at Uncle Reuben’s were
good things to eat— soup that bore a re
semblance to its own family; fish which
had flavor without greasy sauces; ducks,
brown and juicy, with strips of sweet, salt
bacon sewed into their celery proud breasts,
and “ Madery. ” A 11wines were ‘ ‘ Madery’ ’
to Uncle Reuben. What he really served
to his best customers was red claret, but
“ Madery” got into one of his brain cracks
at sometime, and his “ Madery, suh,”
was always accepted without question and
drank with gusto.
It was in the later years of his life’s suc
cess that I got to know Reuben. A some
time habit of dodging the “ r ” in speech,
or perhaps it was a liking for some of his
homelier dishes of southern flavor, brought
me near to Uncle Reuben, and I heard
something of the Reuben of that day when
he was a “ house nlggah” on a plantation.
Once in awhile he would hang around the
table when the coffee had come and talk
about “ down thah,” meaning by “ down
thah” a stretch of land somewhere south
of New York known to him and vaguely
described as “ wes Ten*see.-”
In the midst of a “ down thah” talk one
rainy night an old man came softly and
hesitatingly through the door. He looked
around, gave me, tho only guest, a glance
and sat down across the way. Uncle Reu
ben hardly looked up at the entrance and
paid no heed as the waiter drawled out the
brief but tempting bill of delicacies. The
old fellow placed tho napkin carefully
over one knee and listened. Then with
that high pitched but trembling tone
which comes sometimes with age, always
with want, he asked:
“ Mightn’t I have some coffee an rolls
without theothah articles? I was not intendin to dine, an I didn’t prepah ma
purse fah yo’ bill av fah.”
It came slowly, hesitatingly and pain
fully from him, and I knew instantly he
had mistaken the place for a coffee house,
and Uncle Reuben’s dinner was leagues
outside his financial limit. I looked across
the table at Reuben, and bo was staring
with wide, wondering eyes at the stranger.
He heard tho quavering confession, and ho
knew. Still with the wide eyes he roso^and
shuffled over, waving the waiter away.
“ Wo hes coffee an rolls onct in awhile,
suh. Ef yo’ kin wait a minit, I ’ll sarve
’em, suh.”
That was a good lie. Old Reuben
shuffled off through tho kitchen door while
tho stranger nervously ran his fingers
through his thin white hair and waited.
Back came Reuben with a steaming dish
«f soup, and as he put it down he watched
the guest with the same wide, wondering
eyes.
“ I didn’t ask fah soup, just the coffee
an” —
“ Alius gives it wiv coffee an rolls
hyuh, suh. Hep yo’se’f.” In the words
were almost a caress. There was ono in
tho leaning over tho chair and the arrang
ing of the cloth and service. Uncle Reuben
had served a green turtle dream, and as tho
old gentleman ate tho darky stood behind
him in a pose of reverence. The peculiar
look, half question, half wonder, never left
uncle’s faoe. Not slowly the succulent tide
went down in the soup dish, and aguin
Uncle Reuben shuffled kitohenward. This
time it was the fish, steaming and odor
ous, the perfected idea of 20 years’ experi
ment. The green turtle might have gone
with the ooffeo and rolls, but never that
flgh. Reuben’s second lie to head off an
evident protest was:
“ Celebratin mo buthday, yo’ see, suh.

Havin a kind uv festible round'hyar t ’night
(putting down the fish). A ll ma ole time
gemman friends drapped in tuh see me,
an I ’m treatin ’em well, yo’ know, thinkin
maybe they won’ fahgit me when they
want a bite. I ’ll jus’ split ’im down thu
back an take out thu big bones. Mighty
sweetenin is them white sides of the belly,
suh.”
The fish followed the soup. Before it
was finished Reuben had slipped away and
into the mysterious and prolific rear room.
Back again in a moment became, dusting
a bottle with the corner of his apron— the
“ Madery.” Off with the fish dish and on
with the quail, dressed out with bacon
strips and water cress. And there the
guest rebelled.
“ Bein a strangah, I can’t trespass upon
yo’ hospitality longah. I want to say” —
“ Is yo’ appetite po’ly, suh? A ll ma
friends say I knows how tuh cook a bobwhite so he melt in yo’ mouf. Had a lot
uv ’em byah tonight, an this is the last
one uv of the bunch. Ef yo’ don’ eat it,
I ’ll have tuh th’ow it away, an you’ll fin’
it pow’ful palatable, suh, long wiv ma
Madery. ’ ’
Shamefaced old Reuben was saying this,
hanging his woolly head low and busying
himself with tho table and appointments,
and then with gentle insistence pouring
out the wine. The guest was visibly em
barrassed by the old darky’s profuse of
fering. He hardly knew what to do, but
the pouring of the wine seemed to settle
that he must eat, and he went on. Uncle
Reuben took the old position behind the
chair and waited. No man could discuss
one of those bobwhites without emotion.
The guest half turned in his chair and be
gan:
“ I t ’s a mighty fine bird hyah— like some
I ’ve had down home.”
Uncle Reuben bowed, and the guest
continued his eating. The tiny cup of
coffee followed the bird in the same way,
and the dinner was finished. With that
unconscious glow which comes to the man
who has dined tho stranger rose and delioately, courteously, bowed to Reuben.
“ I have not had such hospitality ex
tended tah mo since I left ma home. I
treasure the experience uv this evenin ve’y
highly. A t some future time, when yo’
need a favah, yo’ will call on Colonel
'Gawge Baxtah of Tennessee, now livin
under painful circumstances in New York,
an yo’ will be remembered.”
“ Mas’ Gawge, did yo’ set thah all this
time an didn’ know yo’ is eatin ole Reu
ben’s cookin?”
“ Mas’ Gawge? Why, yo’ ain’t” —
“ Yas, sah, I ’ze one uv thoBaxtahs!” —
Charles E. Trevathan in New York Jour
nal.
His Only Speech In Tombstone.

Chief of Police Hall of Paducah, Ky.,
says he once attended a political meeting
at Tombstone, A. T. The most prominent
speaker was Judge Eastin of Texas. The
meeting opened, and the crowd straight
way called on the judge to speak. He
arose, and, with dignity, began his ad
dress. “ I was down in Texas,” he said,
“ and held a lucrative position under the
Democratic administration. Well, as us
ual, just as I began to accumulate a little
money the Republicans came along and
defeated us. ‘Turn the rascals out!’ was
their cry, and” — with an attempt to be
humorous— “ I was one of the rascals.”
“ Well, you look it!” yelled a rough old
fellow away over in the corner. The roar
that greeted this sally was so great that
the judge concluded his speech in short
order and never made another address to
the people of Tombstone.— Louisville
Courier-Journal.
The Gem of the Collection.

Baron X . had been going over the muse
um of a little country town and when
about to leave he asked the curator if
there was anything more to be seen.
“ Yes, baron,” was the reply;, “ there re
mains a little casket.”
“ No doubt used as a deposit for the jew
elry of some eminent personage?” inquired
the baron.
“ No, sir; that is where I put the tips
given to me by visitors to the museum.”
— L ’lllustration.
That Infant.

“ Pa, does Mr. Smile burn oandles at his
house?”
“ No, my dear. Why do you ask?”
“ Why, I heard him say the other night
that you couldn’t hold a candle to grand
pa.” — Detroit Free Press.

THE MONARCHICAL THEORY.
Has Received Some Severe Blows of Late
Years.

Hunting a Bear.

In his study of birds Audubon spent
much of his life with the Indians, and he
often joined them in their sport. His
journal contains aocounts of many an ad
venture with his savage friends. Tho bear
hunt which he describes was made near
the Mississippi, in Arkansas or Missouri:
I was invited by three hunters to a bear
hunt. A tall, robust, well shaped follow
assured me that we should have some
sport that day, for he had discovered the
haunt of a bear of large size, and he wanted
to meet him face to face. We four started
to see how the man would fulfill his boast.
About half a mile from the camp he said
he perceived the tracks of the bear, though
I could see nothing, and we rambled on
through the canebrake until we came to
an immense decayed log, in which he said
the bear was.
I saw the man’s eye sparkle with joy.
His rusty blanket was thrown off Ins
shoulders, and his brawny arms swelled
with blood as he drew his scalping knife
from his belt with a flourish which showed
that fighting was his delight.
The hunter told me to climb a small
sapling, because a bear cannot climb this,
while it can go up a large tree with the
nimbleness of a squirrel. The two other
Indians seated themselves at the entrance,
and the hero went in boldly.
A ll was silent for a few moments, when
he came out and said the bear was dead,
and I might come down. The Indians cut
a long vine, went into tho hollow tree,
fastened it to tho animal, and, with their
united force, dragged the bear out. I
really thought that this was an exploit.

To the student of political institutions
perhaps the most characteristic thing about
the history of the German empire is the
example that it gives us of the revival or
reaffirmation, so to speak, of the principle
of monarchy. That principle has received
some rude shocks in recent years. The es
tablishment of the French republic was
one and the deposition of the emperor of
Brazil was certainly another. Both events
gave great encouragement to republican
ideas. Kingship in the old absolute sense
had long been on the wane. The French
revolution almost shattered the founda
tions of the old monarchical rule. In
England the old kingship received its final
blow when George IV surrendered his po
sition on the question of the emancipation
of the Catholics. No attempt has since
been made to impose the royal will upon a
reluctant ministry or parliament. In
France the old kingship disappeared when
Louis Philippe, the citizen king, was
summoned to the throne, for the monarchy
of July was built on strictly constitutional
lines. Even in Prussia a very restricted
constitution was reluctantly conceded.
King Frederick William IV vowed that
he would never let a sheet of paper inter
vene between the God in heaven and his
subjects, bat even he was forced at last tc
yield to the spirit of the age, and, as Bis
marck picturesquely put it, the crown it
self threw a clod upon its coffin. The
Italian states and Spain were for long in
a condition of chronic revolution, and
either constitutions were extorted or re
publics were established. It almost seemed
How to Splice a Fish. Line.
as though the principle of kingship was
doomed ere long to disappear. But the
One of the things the fisherman for big
history of the German empire has done fish knows how to do is to splice a line.
much toward the^restoration of monarchy He may need a lino 150 yards or so long
in its old illustrious position.— Macmil and not be able to get one more than 50 or
Ian’s Magazine.
75 yards long. He takes two or more lines,
cuts off the ends square with sharp shears,
An Old Highland W oman.
unravels an inch and a half of the end of
She had lived near Mortlach for 67 each of the two lines and tapers off tho
years, and although the proprietor offered raveled parts to points with sharp scissors.
her and pressed her to take a charming Then he works them with cobbler’s wax,
cottage a mile or two farther down the or, lacking that, beeswax, till tho tapered
glen Betty would not budge. “ I have parts are thoroughly waxed. He rubs them
been here the maist o’ ma days, and I ’m gently together with his thumb and fore
no gaen to leave the auld bit.” She had finger till the tapered parts are well weld
been there alone through all the rigor of ed together. Then he takes a stout silk
last winter, and what must it not have thread, waxes it, and winds it around and
been with the bitter frost, the howling around the spliced part, taking care that
storms and the wreaths of snow!
at each turn of the thread it does not over
“ Eh, sirs, it was tarrible cauld,” she lap or show tho welding, till tho whole
told us, “ and the rats were maist awfu’. length of the splice and a little moro at
I hae seen them when I lookit oot o’ ma each end has been wound. This done
bed sittin, lots o’ them, roun’ the fire. I tightly, he makes several loose turns— four
catched two dizzin o’ them in ae day in or five— and sticks the end of the silk
the trap— they were that hungered.” Her thread back under the loose rounds and
favorite word was “ tarrible.” “ Does the pulls it taut evenly. He cuts the silk off
minister come to see you?” “ That he so close to the winding that the end is in
does, and we had a meetin in the farm visible. A polish is put on to the splicing
house tho other day, and sic a tarrible lot by’softening a little beeswax by heat and
o’ folk! I ’m sure there were 12 or 14.” rubbing it into the splice thoroughly by
“ What will you do, Betty, if next winter working it back and forth between the
is as bad?” “ That’s what fears me, but palms of his hands, and then ho has a
the neebors are tarrible guid to me, and splice as strong and lasting as the line,
they say that if it comes on hard they’ll which will run through the rod’s rings
just carry me to their ain house.” Mahy like any intact line.— New York Sun.
little gifts were left for her by the lady of
Deep W ater.
the manor, and the last word I heard was,
“ Eh, but ye’re a’ tarrible kind to me!” —
It seems that during a recent surveying
Good Words.
cruise of a British vessel south of the
Friendly isles, in the south Pacific, ah at
Georgetown.
A correspondent of tho Boston Tran tempt was made to obtain tho depth of
script thus describes Georgetown, British water within a small area which previous
Guiana: “ In the hotels are managers and sounding had shown to be very deep. At
overseers drinking ‘swizzles’ and playing the first attempt the wire went down 25,billiards. The cigarette is universal. E v 800 feet and then, in consequence of some
erything and every one seems languid and defect, it snapped before the bottom was
half asleep; no sign of a struggle for ex reached and, the wind and sea becoming
istence. They live on nothing, and for rough, nothing could be done until the
nothing in particular. Business is good, conditions were more favorable. The next
it is said, but there are no signs of it. cast was taken in south latitude 23 degrees
Clothing is inexpensive, and they wear 40 minutes, west longitude 175 degrees 10
little. Tho heat is terrific, and they drink minutes, this time the operation being
‘swizzles’ and smoke. Backward and for more successful, though still incomplete,
ward plies the ferryboat from tho east to for the wire again proving imperfect it
the west coast of the slimy Demerara. once more snapped— the depth attained on
Ships of every kind sleep beside the docks. this occasion being 29,400 feet— without
In the distance loom the smoking chim touching the bed of the ocean. This spot,
therefore, rs declared to be the deepest
neys of the sugar plantations.
“ ‘Peace and plenty’ is written on all. water now known in any part of the
The blue shadows sleep on the streets, world. A few years ago, it appears, bot
and the hucksters sleep in them, lulled by tom was touched at 26,568 feet at a posi
the buzz of the droning beetle in the tion about 60 miles nearer tho Friendly
leaves above them. It is the hour of the Isles than that above named.
midday siesta. Toward evening the sea
wall is alive with people— a strong dike of
The Agent’s Joke.
massive stone against which the sea beats
Agent— Anything in my line today, sir?
in vain, sending up huge bursts of foam I travel in fishing hooks.
to startle yon two lovers from their reverie
Shopkeeper (savagely)— No, you don’t
as hand in hand, in Guianese style, they catch me wltL any of your hooks.
lanquidly promenade in the rays of the
Agent— Am yet you seem in a biting
setting sun.”
mood too. Good day, sir!— Fun.
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AMONG THE ORDERS.
Society Notes, Rangeley.
Saturday, May 23. Regular m eeting Rangeley
Commandery N o. 408, Order o f the Golden
Cross. M eet in Church V estry.
W ednesday p. m.. May 27, Regular meeting
W . C. T. U., at the Library.
Society Notes, Phillips.
Monday, May 25, Regular m eeting Mt. Abram
L odge, N o. (55. A . O. U. W . Hall in Bates
B lock.
Tuesday’ May 19. Mt. Saddleback Lodge, I. O.
O. F., N o. 92. „Hall, Beal Block.
W ednesday, May 27, Regular Communicaion,
Blue Mountain L odge, N o. 67, F. & A . M.,
at Masonic Hall.
Thursday, May 21, Regular m eeting Cushman
Post, N o. 87, G. A . R.. at Grange Hall, at
2.00 P. M.
Thursday, May 21, Regular m eeting W om an’s
R elief Corps at Grange Hall, 6.30 P. M.
Saturday, May 23, North Franklin Grange, N o.
186, Patrons o f Husbandry, at Grange Hall.
Saturday, May 16, Regular m eeting Phillips
Commandery, N o. 402, Order o f the Gold
en Cross. Grange Hall.

Local Paragraphs.
Business commences to hum.
Thirty-tw o passengers on both trains
Tuesday.
Charles Moores, of Madrid, was in
town Monday night.
John Eastman and Cliff McKinney came
up from Billy Soule’s, Sunday.
Miss Hattie Moores is boarding at A.
L. Robertson’s on Lake street.
Harry L. Dennison went to Kennebago
Sunday, returning the same day.
Miss Grace M. Hinkley has gone to
Lake Point Cottage for the season.
Chas. Neal returned home last week
from a trip to Lewiston and Portland.

R. B. Porter was in Farmington this
week.
Mrs. Alonzo Hinkle}^ has been ill this
week.
Mrs. Eugene Smith is mudh improved in
health.
Elliott Jones, of Stratton, was in town
Monday.
E. I. Herrick was down to Indian Rock,
Tuesday.
Dr. F. H. Badger is boarding at W . L.
Butler’s.
F. W. Chick, of Madrid, was in town,
Thursday.
W. B. Smith, of Phillips, is in town
this week.
J. O. Nile has sawed 425 cords of wood
this spring.
James Wilcox came up from Pleasant
Island, Tuesday.
Miss Mary Jennings returns to her
home in New Sharon Friday.
Miss Ella Marco has gone to Pleasant
Island Camps for the season.
J. A. Nile returned to the Normal
School at Farmington, Tuesday.
The steamer Irene, made her first trip
to the outlet Sunday afternoon.
H. M. Burrows, of the Rangeley Lakes
Hotel Cq., arrived Monday night.
Henry N. Hastings, of the Lynn, (Mass.)
Daily Item, was in town Monday.
Miss Clara Hinkley, who has been sick
for several weeks, is now improving.
Warden J. D. Huntoon went to Lang
Plantation, Dead River, and back Mon
day.
Mrs. Lyman Moore and Miss Viletta
Crosby went to Maneskootuk, Tuesday,
for the season.
Miss Prudence Richardson will board
with Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Neal so as to
attend school this summer.
Board McCard went to the Rock Tues
day, to assist Freman Tibbetts in re
painting the Association buildings.
G. W. Stetson and Martin Nile left
Monday, accompanied by their wives, for
Camp Meadows on the Magalloway.
Children’s Sunday will be observed by
an appropriate sermon in the morning
and by a children’s exercise in the even
ing.
Saturday afternoon Master Harold
McCard entertained a party of 15 of his
young friends, it being his seventh birth
day.
Miss Winslow and Mrs. Dickson, who
have been visiting at John Herrick’s, re
turned Saturday to their home in Massa
chusetts.
Mrs. Corneil Richardson, who has been
having serious trouble with her left eye, is
congratulating herself on the prospect of
escaping a seige at the hospital.

Will Grant, Harley Patterson and
Frank Porter came out from Seven Ponds
Monday.
The Lewiston evening and Boston morn
ing papers now reach Rangeley the day of
publication.
Fred Ballard, who is to clerk at the
Mountain View this season, went down
the lake Friday.
Mrs. Eugene Soule has purchased from
Appleton & Bassett, of Boston, a very fine
bicycle called the “ Arriston.”
Barker’s steamer made the trip to
Haines Landing Friday, but had to skirt
the edges of the big ice floe most of the
way.
Frank Cole and wife, formerly living in
Madrid, were in Rangeley Monday night,
on their way to Bemis, where they will be
engaged for the season.
Richardson Bros, went to Kennebago
Tuesday morning, with their help and
supplies to open their hotel and cottages
J. F . Oakes tore down the old shed to
for the'season. Their announcement will the east of his store last week and Mon
be found in another column.
day, commenced on his new stable. It
Mrs. Sarah Pratt, who has been at will be a great improvement to the looks
Lake Point Cottage six seasons, has re of the street. Harrison Moores is doing
turned for another season. This year her the work.
grand daughter, Sadie Carle, came with
George Young has bought the Elias
her. They went to Lake Point Cottage, Haley farm which takes in land on Main
Tuesday.
street, next the post office, back along
A boulder on the track below Reding Haley pond and way beyond the steam
ton delayed the down train Saturday. mill. It is understood that he will cut it
This made a delay all along the line and into lots and sell for building purposes.
the train was finally held at Phillips till
M. H. Davenport, of Phillips, sold a
the 5.25 train arrived so as to accomodate cow last week to go down to the Lake
incoming sportsmen.
Point Cottage. She had taken the three
Such quantities of fruit trees as are be first premiums at the North Franklin
ing delivered about Rangeley this spring Agricultural Society’s Fair. She is a
was never before known. It shows that full blood Jersey.
the farmers of this section have outgrown
Superintendent Huntoon has a crew of
that old belief that apples could not be men at work at Maneskootuk, raking
raised about the lakes.
lawns, repairing walks, and all the rest
D A N A ’S Sarsaparilla is not only the b e s t of the spring work. A t the rear of the
of all remedies for the Nerves, Liver, house an extensive piece of grading, from
Kidneys, Stomach, and Blood, b u t i f n o the flower terrace to the lake shore is
b e n e fit, y o u c a n get y o u r m o n e y b a c k .
The under weigh. Many of the flowers win
same guarantee applies t o D a n a ’ s Pills, ter-killed, but by August Mr. Dickson
Cough Syrup and Plasters. For sale by will have the island in full bloom again
J o h n H a l e y , Agent.
and prettier than ever.

Miss Ada Huntoon is sick.
Will Butler, of Phillips, drove in Wed
Plenty for the guides to do Wednesday. nesday.
Miss Custis Kempton went down to the
The Irene was well loaded Wednesday Rock Wednesday.
morning.
- Natt Ellis was down to Haines Landing
They’ve been “ fixing” the telephone Wednesday morning.
line this week.
Mr. and Mrs. N. B. Beal, of Phillips,
John Turner has gone to his home in
were in town Wednesday.
Moncton, N. B.
C.
W. Barrett went to Pleasant Island
Emery Haley was in town from ParmaWednesday, to varnish Harry Dutton’s
chenee this week.
boats.
The afternoon train brings a closed
Mrs. Abbie Lufkin, who has been work
mail to Rangeley.
ing at the Mountain View, is at Phillips
The “ Tuttle Party” consisting of seven, for a week.
will arrive Friday.
The Irene had a big load Wednesday
Mrs. F. W. Miller and daughter are morning— 40passengers, 4,500 lbs. of freight
visiting in Monmouth.
and five boats in tow.
Martin Nile went to Parmachenee Wed
Tommy Dustin, of Farmington, has been
nesday, for a day or two.
in town some days working for Seth Ela
Guy Everett and Charlie Cushman, of Beedy on the telephone line.
Phillips, were in town this week.
Among the premiums which R a n g e l e y
Herbert Ross was hauling hay to the L a k e s offers the guides this year is one of
station Tuesday, for Redington.
E. T. Hoar’s b e st $12.00 hand-made rods.
Thomas Barrett is confined to the
Mr. C. P. Stevens and wife of Boston,
house, we hope for a very limited pexfiod.
arrived at Rangeley with Mr. and Mrs.
J. A. Russell has been at the Mountain Eugene Soule and will tempt the wiley
View House this week looking after the trout in this section through the month
of May. Mr. and Mrs. Stevens will stay
plumbing.
Stephen Hubley was up from the Rock at Rangeley Lake House.
Mr. W. B. Smith is prepared to do
Tuesday, calling at Maneskootuk on the
photographic work in the Rangeleys this
way.
Mr. and Mrs. F. S. Dickson and son, season. Mounted and unmounted views
Fred, are expected at Maneskootuk F ri in stock. Cottage work and interiors a
specialty. Appointments, this week, may
day.
be left at the R a n g e l e y L a k e s office.
Postmaster E. I. Herrick has purchased
The thirteenth (Wednesday) was an un
of G. W. Young, a piece of land next his
fortunate day for the P. & R. The engine
office.
of the gravel train went off the iron near
Ed. Lowell has had the little owl he
the old Redington farm, and just below
caught some weeks ago mounted. It is a
Reed’s a wheel on the passenger car of the
little beauty.
early train from Rangeley broke and
W.
H. Haines went down to Bemispitched the car onto its side, taking the
Wednesday, to work for Capt. Barker on baggage with it. The former had its truck
the new depot.
frame badly smashed but the cars were
The sidewalk to the Rangeley Lake only slightly damaged. None of the pas
House has been extended to the road sengers or trainmen were even scratched.
limit on Main street.
The old steamboat barge was pumped
H ow doth the squirming angleworm
Im prove and never tire,
out Tuesday, preparatory to using it for
But gathers countless, unweighed trout.
hauling lumber down the lake.
For every fishing liar?
Ed. Hoar, Rangeley’s rod maker, is full
of work. He has at the present time in
Redington Notes.
his shop 35 rods to be repaired.
The log train quit work Monday for a
The Kineganet is fast approaching com
pletion. She has been moved to the shore few days. Muddy roads made it impossi
ble to haul logs to the side tracks.
of the lake, near the steam mill.
Fred Hough was in Phillips over Sun
Anson Oakes, from Sandy River Planta
day.
tion, was in town Friday. The ice was
not out of Long pond at that time.
Houghton’s.
George Moores and Charles Hinkley
Mr. White, Maine Central train dis
from Sandy River Plantation, were in
patcher, visited Mr. Nevens over Sunday.
town to get lumber planed, Tuesday.
Mr. Records, conductor of the gravel
Frank Kilbreth, of North Turner, ar
rived in town Monday, leaving for Kenne train, has moved into Chas. Smith’s
bago Tuesday with the rest of the hotel house.
They are putting up the telegraph line
party.
Geo. Snowman finishes work on the from Houghton to Bemis. It is already
Mountain View this week and Monday up from Rumford Falls to Houghton.
The superintendent of the mail service
commences work for I. W. Greene, at
passed through here one day last week,
Coplin.
Wilmont Patterson is now so far re with Capt. Barker, on his way to Bemis.
covered as to do without crutch or cane
Concerning the Recent Fire.
and we are glad to note is now back on a
T o th e E d i t o r s o f R a n g e l e y L a k e s :
boat seat.
It has been strongly rumored that the
Miss Winona Tibbetts celebrated her
fire
in the house occupied by T . H. Barrett
twelfth birthday with a party of young
friends. The congratulations were many was caused by a defective chimney, but
such was not the case as I was in the
and all had “ just a lovely time.”
chamber less than a month before the fire
Al. Withey has bought the Elias Haley and looked the chimney over carefully.
house near the post office and a lot of The fire was wholly accidental, and we do
land back of the town house. He will not consider anyone to blame.
unite the two, probably moving the
G race M. H i n k l e y .
house.
A Card of Thanks.
John A. Russell has bought of G. W.
Young, a lot of land on Main St. next
W e wish to express our thanks to those who
assisted to save our goods from the fire and
west of the post office on which he will also
contributed the m oney to com pensate for
erect a building for his hardware business the losses. May God bless you all.
Mb . and M b s . T. H. Ba b b e t t .
and a dwelling over it.
Help is very scarce, say those who are
looking for a few extra hands. Eben
Hinkley drove over 50 miles Sunday and
V ery desirable residence on one o f the best
Monday trying to find a couple of table streets in Rangeley Village. All nearly new
girls; but he only secured the partial and in good repair. For further particulars,
promise of one.
enquire o f E. I. HERRICK. Rangeley. Me. 51tf

For Sale or To Let.

